OZO Colombo Sri Lanka
An innovative urban outpost for travel enthusiasts from around the world, OZO Colombo is located on Marine Drive
in the commercial capital of Sri Lanka. Only a five minute walk from Galle Road and 15 minutes away from the heart
of the city, OZO Colombo offers visitors access to a vibrant, multicultural destination waiting to be discovered.
Sleep Tight
OZO Colombo’s Snooze Zone combines cutting edge technology including IPTV, a multimedia connectivity panel and
free Wi-Fi access throughout its 158 smartly designed guest rooms and suites. Comprised of four categories; Sleep,
Dream, Dream Ocean and OZO Suites, each guestroom is fitted out with high quality linen and pillow top mattresses
as well as a variety of modern amenities to ensure a perfect night’s sleep.
Wake Bright, Stay Bright
Boost energy levels throughout the day with freshly made breakfast, lunch or dinner at the all-day dining restaurant
Eat or delight in healthy snack items to satisfy hunger cravings at the 24-hour grab and go outlet; EAT2Go. Colombo’s
hottest rooftop bar and lounge, ON14, located beside the infinity swimming pool and offering panoramic views of the
ocean, serves scrumptious gastro treats and signature drinks prepared by internationally trained chefs and
mixologists.
Work and Play
Featuring a wide variety of configuration options to accommodate a range of meetings and event types; the
ballroom, Aqua is designed to accommodate up to 220 guests depending on the setup and is complemented by views
out to sea and an abundance of natural daylight. For small meetings, the more intimate meeting space Talk, can host
up to eight guests. Kick-start the day with a refreshing dip in the rooftop swimming pool Splash, or burn some energy
in the fully equipped fitness room, Tone.
Plug In
Apart from enjoying a speedy paperless check in, guests can request anything they need at the Spot, including advice
from a Vocal Local on the hottest and coolest spots in town, or browse the Connect information lecterns for an
insider’s guide to the vicinity surrounding OZO Colombo. Whether consulting a guide book or waiting for a ride, Chill
is a cosy spot to hang out.
Step Out
Located on the west coast of Sri Lanka, historical Colombo is the gateway to explore the rest of the country, including
the coastal town of Galle and the hillside district of Kandy. The capital juxtaposes with the cosmopolitan spirit of the
city and offers an array of tourist attractions that include museums, temples, shopping and entertainment hotspots
including restaurants, bars, nightclubs and casinos.
###

About OZO

Sleep. Connect. Explore. However you spend your day, OZO wants you to wake up feeling inspired, recharged, and
ready to roll. OZO hotels are midscale properties aimed at creating buzz and zest downstairs – and peace and quiet
upstairs. At OZO, everything we do is designed to offer a great sleep experience for smart, savvy travellers on the go.
We also know our guests are hungry for new experiences and always on the lookout for new discoveries. We stay in
the know about the local best so you form a connection with the places you visit. OZO is currently present in
Thailand, Hong Kong and Sri Lanka, with more properties opening in the coming years. Visit www.ozohotels.com.
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